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Hi ALL!! 
How has everyone been?I haven't 

heard from some of you...I hope all 
our HG subscribers are well, happy 
and possibly busy writing things for 
HG4! 

Thanks to those who have sent 
material for HG3 & for "stock stuff." 

And WELCOME to the HGers who 
have subscribed in the past month! 

Remember... everyone is encour-
aged to be part of JFK Honor Guard! 

SOURCES!!  
In the interest of bringing you info on 

where to get JFK-related books, videos, 

audio tapes, photos,etc., I have written 

several companies in the last few weeks. 

I don't know WHAT I expected, but I 

certainly didn't expect the Wealth of Info 

we received!! Besides my being amazed at 

the amount of items, I am astonished at 

the KINDS of items available to us! 

Having been a LoneLoon JFKer,I never 

realized what I was missing all this time! 

  

ARE WE WASTING OUR TIME?  
Is the older generation, which may have spent decades studying the assassination, 

wasting its time? 
Is the younger generation, stimulated to ask questions by "JFK" and television 

specials, wasting its time? 
Is assassination research a game, a puzzle substitute; fun but ultimately worthless 

and to be thrown out in the long run? 
Should we admit that in the unlikely event of a third investigation it will follow in 

the mold of the other two, ending up another waste of time and money, resolving little 
and fooling the public again? 

Are we a minority of deluded loons who have been gulled by hypocritical 
scavengers whose sole purpose is to 	their bank accounts? 

I say "...maybe,and in part." Some writers may not be sincere. Nothing may come of 
our efforts. There may not develop enough pressure to get the files open and a new 
investigation going, or to guarantee that it won't be a repeat. 

Is it worthwhile to continue when the goals may be in doubt? 
I think it is. One thing stands out. If we believe that there was a conspiracy and a 

cover-up, we owe it to future generations to do our best to expose this crime that 
strikes at the core of our way of government. 

Even if nothing happens in the lifetime of the older generation,they can fight to get 
as much discovered as they can so the younger generation can pick up where we left 
off. 

If you believe that something heinous occurred in 1963,keep on doing what you can 
to uncover and correct the conditions that led to it.Then your time will not be wasted. 

from K. WALLIS NM 

 

   
 

 

  

   
 

 

  



tr, 

JFK 	 ARCHIVES ON AUDIO 

(01113 	 PO BOX 170023 

t. 	••■ 	
SAN FRANCI SCO,CA 94117-0023 

(415) 346-1840 

We received the Dave Emory Archive Cassette Catalog recently! Here's his background: 

Dave Emory is a California-based political researcher who has shared his research on 

radio (both live-information/phone-in talk shows and a regular 1/2 hour program) since 

1980. Because new listeners wanted to know details of past brbadcasts and other listeners 

weren't able to tape the programs, Mr. Emory made his programs available on cassette.. 

Most offered in the catalog were first broadcast on Foothill College's radio station, KFJC-FM, 

but he is heard on at least 5 other CA stations. 

In addition, program transcripts are being created, and well be notified when they are 

available. Some bibliographies will be available for finding out-of-print books and for 

helping people conduct their research. 
Not counting updates, the 16pg. catalog has about 90 selections/sets, with an average 

price of $9. Prices range from $3.55 to $28.40. Cassette sets may have either 60 min or 90 

min. tapes, with 1 to 8 tapes in the various sets. Times listed are Approximate. 

Also offered is an Iran-Contra video; "No Nazi" buttons; Xeroxed NSAM *s 263 &273; 

AND a bumper sticker- "I Love My Country, But Fear My Government" 

The catalog is $3.00  and S/H is $3.50 PER ORDER (not per tape). 

***Okay...Of special interest to we HGers: 

GIINS OF NOVEMBER:THE ASSN OF  JOHN F. KENNEDY [ 1st broadcast 11/83] 

Part 1--Background (re: National Security establishment/U-2/B.O.P./ setting up LHO by US 

intelligence agencies. 180 min. 
Part 2--The Assassination (re: cover-up/impossible official version/role of media 

perpetuating 'lone nut' theory. 	180 min. 

Part 3--Vietnam & Watergate (re: American forces withdrawal-Vietnam/ 

assn key players roles in W-gate/possible ass'n-W-gate hookup. 150 min 

Part 4--The Nazi Connection (re: Nazi & fascist elements in ass'n/W.Von Braun's scientists 

figure in/MLK-RFK-Geo.Wallace shootings linked to JFK assn. 180 min 

SSASSINATION OF JFg [update 6/91...best when you have the above] 

How it happened and its effect on the U.S.,a crash course. 175 min ISM 

EXPRESSWAY SHOW (with a call from Gordon Novel) [10/84] 

Gordon Novel (a principle in Garrison's investigation): guest on San Jose radio & said 

"innocent!" re: JFK, but told of W-gate involvement. 80 min. 

LLOYD BENTSEN,  THE DEFENSE INDUSTRY SECURITY COMMAND & ASS-NS OF  In 

AND MIX '68 Connects Bentsen (1986 VP candidate) with elements involved in these 

two assassinations. 65 min. 
A TRIBUTE TO THE LATE MAE BRUSSELL 10 & 11/88 

Discusses her research work and suspicious circumstances of her death. 240m. 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD,GEN. EDWIN WALKER & THE FOURTH REICH 5/69 

Documents German Neo-Nazis assn role. Discussions attempt on Walker and discrepancies 

re: LHO. 25 min. 
HOW THE ASSN OF PRES. KENNEDY CHANGED AMERICA 	11/88 

Re: JFK's death changed foreign policy in Vietnam & Cuba/connections to W-gate.250 min. 

OTHER TAPES: re: MLK,RFK,Dan Whitejonestown,Moscone&Milk Killings. Danny Casolaro. 

Dear All: The best way to find out about the tapes is to write for the catalog---ALSO,  cold 

war,operation mind control,Aryan Nation coup attempts,KuKluxKlan,who shot the Pope,CIA 

-military & drugs,CIA & Lsd,Iran-contra drug connection,Knights of Malta, Rajneeshpuam, 

Manson-intelligence-JFK assn, shooting of Geo.Wallace, Japanese fascism, SUSPICIOUS 

DEATHS, INSLAW scandal, secret origins-Vietnam war and MORE-MORE-MORE!  

Mention 



OSWALD AND RUBY 

Over the years,speculation of a possible Oswald-Ruby link have surfaced Now,a newly de-classified 

Office of Awe/ Intelligarice (ON1-234) memo may shed new light on both men. 

A November 27,1963 memo from Admiral McDonald to Rear Admiral Rufus Taylor states the • 

following A man named Robert Patterson contacted the FBI concerning work his firm, called Contract 

Electronics in Dallas did in Jack Ruby's Carousel Club. Patterson said that Ruby and Oswald came into his 

office and said that they wanted work done on certain microphones at Ruby's strip joint Ruby, according 

to the memo,told Oswald to write in their names (Patterson & his co-worker Donald Stuart) in Ruby's 

guest book. 
Paragraph 3 is the most interesting: "The above information certainly raises questions as to Ruby's 

real motives in killing Oswald We have all been interested in what seemed to us to be a look of 

recognition on Oswald's face when he spotted Ruby." 	 from Peter Kross NJ. 

( TOM DAVIS BOOKS 
PO BOX 1107 

APTOS, CA 95001-1107 

Oh, dear, Dear Readers! I received the 5/15/92 catalog from Tom Davis 

Books (8 & 1/2 sides on letter size paper!) and I am at a loss to let you know 

what All is offered... I only have so much space!!! Types of books at Tom Davis 

are: hardcovers, paperbacks, larger paperbacks, larger books, used, and some are 

at special low prices. Noted are Out-of-Print Books, Not Yet Printed, and 

Discontinued ones. I'll list the categories, how many titles, & a few selections: 

ASSASSINATION OF JFK: 81 TITLES 

Accessories After the Fact-Sylvia Meagher =in Dallas Conspiracy-Peter Dale Scott 

arz Destiny Betrayed-DiEugenio === When They Kill A President-Roger Craig 

[xerox] min The Fish Is Red-Hinckle & Turner 

OTHER ASS'NS,  MURDERS & ATTEMPTS  : 24 TITLES  [Marilyn Monroe, Malcolm 

X, MLK, RFK, Mary Jo Kopechne. Murder attempts: G. Wallace, R. Reagan, J. Lennon] 

Who Killed MLK-James E. Ray g.im Killing of RFK [photcopy scrapbook]-Kirnbrough 

min. Wallace Contract/Watergate Connection-Si Ross IMM Who Killed Lennon-Bresler 

THE " CONNECTION" Categories 

IRAN-CONTRA:13  TITLES ISRAELI:13  TITLES SPY:  26 TITLES 

FBI/CRIME :  6 TITLES 	FASCIST:  46 TITLES NARCOTICS :  17 TITLES 

RUSSIAN:  4 TITLES 	COSMIC:  24 TITLES 	MEDIA:  9 TITLES 

OIL CARTEL:  8 TITLES 	SECRET GOV'T:  56 TITLES 

MIND CONTROL:  9 TITLES RULING CLASS:  31 TITLES_ 

CHEM-BIOL. WARFARE:  9 TITLES 	 p ARAPOL1T1C3 NEWSLETTER 

You really have to get this catalog!! There are some very unusual and sorta 

hard-to-find books in here! PROBLEM:  I don't know the cost of the 

catalog, so when you write T. Davis, at least include a few stamps, until 

you find out what its cost [if any] is? Additionally: anyone who orders 

will receive (fret')  Mae Brussel's article on Patty Hearst's kidnapping but YOU 

MUST ASK FOR IT!!! As to prices and S/H: these seem reasonable. 

PLEASE MENTION JFK HONOR GUARD 

(so they knowyotag not to blame 

about any catalog cost mix-up!1) 



POLITICAL 
ASSASSINATIONS 

	  THE LAST HURRAH BOOKSHOP 
CONSPIRACY 	Used, Rare, Out-of-Print, 

,C,ENNEDY FAMILY} 
and New Books 

937 MEMORIAL AVENUE 
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701 

(717) 327-9338 

Andy (owner of this store) has cheerfully responded to my letter asking about 
what he has of interest to we JFK Honor Guard folk. He has sent Catalog *16, and it 
amounts to 40 sides of letter-size paper!! But 	give an overview as best I can! 

Table of Contents to this neat catalog ($3.00): 
Assassinations 
Assassination Photocopies 
Conspiracy and Controversial Deaths 
John F. Kennedy--Life and Administration' 
Robert F. Kennedy--Life and 1968 Race 
Other Members of the Kennedy Family 
Researchers Row 
Paperbacks 

ASSASSINATIONS includes JFK, RFK, MLK as well as other American political leaders 
and presidents. There are 269 titles. 	list only a few JFK titles, separated by ==. 
365 Days Later...In Memoriam == Government by Gunplay == [various memorial 
magazines] == Dirty Dealing (re: Harrelson) =-

- 
Two flightpetAsEvidence of 

Conspirecy == ALMS OSWALD == The Oswald File == The Rather Narrative == Six 
White Horses (re: JFK funeral) == The Ordeal of Otto-O-tepka =- "Farewell America" 
(re: how this came to be written) == Were We Controlled? -= Eyewitness to History 
-= The Squad == Heartland == The Witnesses == The Devii to Pay (flights to Cuba) 
ASSASSINATION PHOTOCOPIES include 25 sets from various magazines, 3 pages to 26 
pages...prices from $3.50 to $7.50. 
CONSPIRACY AND CONTROVERSIAL DEATHS, 117 titles on a BIG variety of subjects! 
Assault on the Liberty (Israeli attack on US int. ship) == The Air Force Mafia (foreign 
tech di v.) == Covert Surveillance & Electronic Penetration (a manual) 
JFK LIFE AND ADMINISTRATION (& JACKIE MATERIAL) with 100 titles. 
ROBERT KENNEDY--LIFE,  JUSTICE DEPT. & 1968 CAMPAIGN has 69 items...including 
assorted books, and also his campaign magazines, bumper stickers, & photo handouts. 
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE KENNEDY FAMILY  (Teddy, Ethel, & JFK,RFK kids,etc), 29 titles. 
RESEARCHERS ROW These books are those having had limited library use, book club 
editions, no dust jackets. They may have underlining or other marks which make them 
less than perfect condition. At present are listed 161 titles, and are $4.00 each. 
PAPERBACKS These are a varied assorted of the subjects above, and listed are about 
100 titles at $2.50 each 

The Last Hurrah Bookshop also purchases single items or collections of material 
concerning the above subjects, and accepts Master Card and Visa (as well as checks). 

When writing, would you mention JFK HONOR GUARD? 
Andy may wonder where you got these Bits And Pieces of Information from!!!! 

ASSASSINATION ARCHIVES AND RESEARCH CENTER 
918 F STREET N. W. 

SUITE 510 
WASHINGTON D. C. 20004 

(202) 393-1917 
A Regular Membership of AARC is $25.00 (annual). It lends duplicate copies of 2,000 
books ($5.00 + S/H). Xerox copies: .10 a page (readlily identifiable material). They have 
much data of all types on JFK's & RFK's assassinations. Write them for their brochure!,  



BOOK OPINION  
Jim Moore's CONSPIRACY OF ONE and Anthony Summers' updated 

CONSPIRACY. The contrast was striking. 
Moores book  was not convincing, providing little evidence for his 

apologist stand. Seemed to be written for people with little 

foreknowledge. 
Summers  co • ered just about all the facets, brought up new facts and speculations, also 

provided cites so anyone could check him out. 
As the "Definitive Book' I found Moore not living up to that definition. Like other 

"Final" books, it specialized in attacking critics, crediting none with even a modicum of 

sincerity, and assuming all others have an eye solely on bank accounts. 

Arrogance and ego abound. HIS book is the one to believe. HE knows more about the 

matter than all others, except an unnamed few. 

Moore blames the critics for the mistrust ofpublic institutions, ignoring the things 

these same institutions may have done to earn that mistrust. 

I took several pages of notes, but Moore earned MY mistrust by following the basic 

errors of the WC: selectivity in facts and witnesses, glossing over the unusual police 

incarceration of LHO, and making it seem as if Craig was Oswald's defense. Yet Moore 

thinks the WC had acted fairly and equitably and in the best tradition of American justice. 

Moore rejects the "fictive" assassin on the knoll, yet admits that there were people up 

there with phony credentials. Leap of illogic? Why were they there? He terms the Carcano 

reliable, accurate,and solid, repeating the idea of the WC that it was as good as American 

weapons. 
Though Moore rejected the idea that he was a rubber stamp for the WR, I thought the 

book to be just that 
Many other things made this book extremely lightweight when compared with the 

Summers' book. 	 from K. WALLIS NM 

THE GRASSY KNOLL GAZETTE 
Boz 1465 

Manchester, MA 01544 
(508) 526-1521 

R.B. Cutler, Editor of the GKG and I, Editor of JFK HG, in our wisdom have seen fit to 

subscribe to each other's newsletters!! GKG is a bi-monthlypublication. 

GKG is varied in its content and also has some material for sale.Subscription-S10 year. 

What I find especially interesting about GKG (besides the Editors reMARKably orderly 

handwriting!!) are the several draftsman-type drawings demonstrating the points made in 

the text. Concerning Dealey Plaza: one such drawing clarifies the areas from which all shots 

may have come 11/22/63, and does it in a way even j can see and understand! Another 

demonstrates angles and degrees of possible shots. 

Another full-page drawing details the "geography" of the Embassy Ballroom and 

Kitchen area where RFK was shot...noting bullet holes in structures and location of 

witnesses. An annotated map accompanies the text about the last flight of the KA 007. 

GKG has many articles! Some from this year are: The Shot to the Head (From the Front); 

Oliver Fit the Battle of Washington & the Walls Came Tumbling Down; KA 007-X,Y,Z; 

ALSO  prior MEG issues are available, as well as "Goodnight Mr. Callabash" which sets 

forth factual solutions to 5 assassinations and one attempted murder. And other print 

material. Also VERY colorful "question" post cards to send to those campaigning for office 

this year-- including a note printed on the card to the President asking "Who did it?" 

18-HOUR VIDEO-TAPED HISTORY OF THE 'FR ASSASSINATION  These five 

tapes are from Ted Gandolfo's NYC TV show (from 63), and he captured heirloom-type, 

original action in real time. The set is offered by his wife Anita for S50 (can be bought per 

tape,tho).The price increases when JFK AIC Dallas will have them for sale. While Mrs. 

Gandolfo's address is noted in GKG. please contact The Grassy Knoll Gazette about these. 



Usually known as the AIC, the purpose is to 
1. Encourage, support, sponsor, and coordinate \* 

JFK assassination research 
2. Provide a permanent repository near the the 

scene of the crime for collection, & preserva-
tion of evidence & information for the public 

3. Educate, inform, create greater understand-
ing of the crime, controversy,& official 'flaws' 

4. Seek the release of classified Gov't documents 
still witheld from the public. 

We received the Current Publication Portfolio  from AIC. Mentioned are several hardbacks, soft-backs, and paper backs. While many of the titles are relatively re-
cent or new, there are some scarce ones listed, too. 

Also available are Research Manuscripts,including the JFLQUICK  REFERENCE GUIDE  by Martin Brazil and So Near_And Yet So Far  by Chris Scally (each $14.95) 
For their Historical newspapers & magazines,call about availability (has LHO-Life) The Penn Jones Collection (-Continuing Inquiry"...6 bound copies of his monthly 

newsletters from 8/76 to 7/81) are a must for Collectors, and may be ordered singly. 
Enclosed, too, was information from ASK [Assassination Symposium on John F. 

Kennedy] about the 10/22-25;92 event in Dallas. The ASK phone is (512) 467-7979. Mentioned are newsletters, videos, a variety of JFK memorabilia, and shirts. 
AIC has a JFK Assassination Hotline Cost is S1.95 a minute. I:900-776-274a 

We received the DATELINE: DALLAS [Vol. 1, allpublication...12 very-nicely-done pages with interesting photographs and page layout! Subscription is S20 a year, altho 
I'm not sure how many issues are produced annually. 

Ah, Folks...what a bonanza of information in DATELINE: DALLAS... 
There are articles by the following: Bill Kelly and John Judge (View from Capitol Hill), Virgil "Ed' Hoffman (Behind the Picket Fence), Mark A. Oakes (Forgotten Witnesses), 
Belita Nelson (JFK-the Movie), Meridith Nixon (Doubts Linger-The Death of JFK), D. Bradley Kizzia (Viewpoint). Placed throughout the publication are smaller columns by Theodore Sorensen, William Manchester, a Did You Know column,& special information. There are two other lengthy articles, unsigned, by witnesses to events of 11/22/63. 
There are 10 photossincluding photos of Ed Hoffman, Audry Bell & Harrison Livingstone 

The BEST way to know more about DATELINE: DALLAS contents is subscribe!! 

JFK 
ASSASSINATION 
INFORMATION CENTER 
603 MUNGER BOX 40 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202 
(214) 871-2770 
VW= Airrelitr:1:"/  "Jt":1. 

Just a note from Your Editor: 
Altho this is placed out of order, this is my lest addition to this issue. I expect I 

will be reviewing other catalogs, etc. next month...but I hope to leave more space for 
our articles & lists. I'm Just very  interested to see so much available & to know 
WHERE it's available, I wanted to share it with you! 	• 
NOTICE TO ANY SHOP/ETC--  if I've made any mistakes in my review LET ME KNOW! 



JFK HONOR GUARD RATES  
Our HONOR GUARD has been created so 

zat each of us may more directly interact 
on issues about JFK's assassination. As a 
subscriber,you are encouraged to send HG 
material. Any material not used in one 
issue may be used in a later one.I will also 
print your name and home state,unless 
you say not to. Issues will vary in number 
of pages,and central "themes." 

For $15.00 you will receive the first 12 
issues. Send money order to: 

Deanie Richards 
PO Box 3724 Akron, OH 44314 

How did you hear about TFK Honor Guard? 

ELM SPT BOOKS 
BOX 9753 

ARNOLD,MD 21012 
(410) 544-9014  

Emil Levine of Elm Spy Books wants 
HGers to know that he does have JFK rela-
ted books (mainly CIA, FBI/Hoover, KGB) 
available, tho Elm Spy Books specializes  in 
the following: 

* non-fiction out-of-print books on 
espionage--cryptology--escapes 
POW--guerilla warfare--terrorism 

military intelligence 
counterintelligence 

espionage equipment 
history 

etc. ! 
The catalog includes more than 860 titles.  
(catalog is $2.00, refundable w/purchase) 

Elm Books also has Russell J. Bowen's 
?lectronic data base of his Collection of 
Work On Intelligence,Security and Covert 
:activities (I think I have that down right!) 
Sc also CIABASE and NAMEBASE data base. 
klso available: the Surveillant  publication. 

Also offered are a free book search 
►ervice, a reference service of subjects of 
nterest (there's a fee for this), & Elm will 
mrchase or one book or whole libraries. 

Elm Spy Books has CONSPIRACY by 
summers. & THE SECRET TEAM by Prouty.  

PREVAILING WINDS RESEARCH 
PO BOX 23511 

SANTA BARBARA, CA 93121 
(805) 556-8016 

PWR BBS--(505) 569-5005 
1-4 Catalogs are $1.00 or $1.00 in stamps. 

25 Catalogs are $4.00, 50 are $7.00 or 
download the catalog on the PWR BBS. 
108 sides on 8 8,1/2 by 11 paper! 

JFK's assassination and related: 
[print] 
*The Torbitt Document--William Torbitt 

(also researchers edition] 
*Farewell America—William Turner 
*On the Trail of the Assassins with Oliver 

Stone & Jim Garrison--Steven Hager 
*The Death of Democracy--Wendy Govier 
*The Ricky White Materials 
*JFK Murder Solved,Killing Coordinated by 

Cia--L.A. Free Press Special Edition 
[audio] 
*A Taste of Mae Brussel 
*John Judge: Death of Democracies, Who 

Killed JFK & Why, Evidence in JFK Ass'n, 
Farewell America 

*Dr. John Newman: JFK and Vietnam 
*L. Fletcher Prouty: The Mind of L.F.Prouty 
*Ralph Schoenman: Beyond Dallas-the real 

politics of the JFK execution 
*Peter Dale Scott: Drug Smuggling & CIA 
[video] 
*Fourth Reich and Kennedy Killers 
*JFK and Vietnam (above) 
*The Mind of L. Fletcher Prouty (above) 
*Who Killed JFK and Why 
*Beyond Dallas-real politics of execution 
*The JFK Assassination--Judge/Govier 
[books) 
*The Secret Team--L. Fletcher Prouty 
*Crime & Cover-up--Peter Dale Scott 
*Who Killed JFK--Carl Oglesby 
*JFK Reader (too many to type here!) 
*The Mae Brussel Reader 
*The Book of the Film "JFK"--Stone/Sklar 
This short list doesn't do justice to the 
large number of items available...other 
subjects include: the October Surprise, 
fascism, Guyana, Nixon, Bush, Drugs & 
Central America, & a whole bunch of etcs. 

ZAPRUDER FILM INFORMATION--contact: 
Jane Saltberg [so] 

1625 Massachusetts Ave. NW Suite 510 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

1-202-332-79713 

This Z-FILM information 
was received from the National 

Archives 
from THE RENEERS CA./ 



I Just HAVE  to tell you! 
I have listened to The Assassination of JFK.. How it 

happened and it's effect on the U.S." Its on a tape set 
from Archives on Audio. These two cassettes are Dave 
Emory's Lecture #3 from June '91. 

Ya know, a person may not be a good speaker & that 
makes it hard to pay attention to the information.I 
didn't find that the case with Emory...he speaks well Sr 

quickly; clearly moving from issue to issue, & adding 
important descriptive details & comments. 

Included in the lecture were some details I'd never 
heard before... but Emory cites his sources & I will check 
into them to learn more. A very good overall view!! 

JFK HONOR GUARD 
Our HONOR GUARD has been created so 

that each of us may more directly interact 
on issues about JFK's assassination. 

As a subscriber,you are encouraged to 
send me articles,suggestions,lists (book 
shops,video sales places;coincidences', Dead 
Witnesses, facts, Questions To All,etc etc 
etc.) and "thought notes: (ETC!) Issues will 
vary in number of pages,& central"themes." 

Any material not used in one issue may 
be used in a later one.I will also print your 
name and home state,unless you say not to. 

Let me know your thoughts 
and what you want!! 

SEARCH COLUMN  
Looking for a hard-to-find book, 

video,article,infosetc? Send title 
and/or description & your Land or 
E-mail address.It will be printed in 
next issue. $1.00 for each search: 
30 words including address. Each of 
your searches will be seen by all 
present and future subscribers!!! 

MATERIAL NEEDED!!  
1. book stores,newsletters,study 

groups,video & audio sources, mag-
azines. I'd like to continue to make 

these available in coming issues. 
2. book/video/audio reviews 
3. more names (& information as 

noted previously) for the Dead List. 


